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Abstract--To certain nonlinear evolution equations, the tanh method has been generalized for 
constructing not only solitary-wave but also soliton-like solutions. In this paper, no loss of conciseness, 
we further extend the generalized tanh method with computerized symbolic computation to a pair 
of generalized Hamiltonian equations. A new family of soliton-like analytical solutions is obtained, 
of which the solitary waves and previously-claimed soliton-like solutions are shown to be the special 
CaSeS. 
Keywords--Generalized tanh method, Generalized Hamiltonian equations, Computerized sym- 
bolic computation, Soliton-like solutions, Solitary waves. 
Since the late 1980’s, several types of the tanh method have been widely used in obtaining 
travelling- or solitary-wave solutions for certain nonlinear evolution equations. See, e.g., [l-5]. 
Recently, the generalized tanh method has appeared so that soliton-like solutions are able to be 
found straightforwardly as well [6,7]. 
On the other hand, a hierarchy of the coupled degenerate Hamiltonian equations has been 
proposed [8,9], and shown to be all generalized Hamiltonian equations [lo]. Especially, investi- 
gations such as those via the Painlevk analysis (e.g., [11,12]) h ave been done for the first pair of 
the hierarchy, 
Zlt = ‘11, + 2v, vt = 2euv, where E = fl, (1) 
with many nice features discovered: an infinite number of conserved densities, the nondegenerate 
Hamiltonian structure, certain Bgcklund transformations and exact solutions [g-13]. 
In this paper, we extend the generalized tanh method to equations (l), as follows: we first 
conjecture that the soliton-like solutions to equations (1) might be of the form 
u(z,t) = eAj(x,t). tanhj[Q(z,t)], u(z, t) = 5 &(z, t) . tanh”[Q(z, t)], (2) 
j=o k=O 
where M and N are integers to be determined, while dj(z, t)‘s, &(z, t)‘s, and Q(x, t) are differ- 
entiable functions with @(z, t) # 0, dM(z, t) # 0, and BN(z, t) # 0. 
It is noted that the original generalized tanh method [6,7] has the z-linear simplification in- 
side the tanh function, based on the consideration that in general the physical fields u(x, t) 
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and/or w(z,t) have their high-order derivatives with respect to 5. Our extension hereby is to 
choose a generic function Q(z, t) instead of the z-linear simplification because for equations (1) 
or similar equations, the physical fields do not possess high-order derivatives. 
Balance the highest-order contributions from the linear and nonlinear terms, and we get 
M = 1, N = 2. 
Trying to substitute expressions (2) and (3) into equations (1) with Mathematica yields 
(3) 
2 L3c + 2 & tanh Q + 2 & tanh2 8 - dc,t - di,t tanh \I’ - di Qt sech2Q + do,z 
+di,, tanh \I, + di 9, sech29 = 0, 
2~do,13~+2~d~Botanh~+22dAoL3~tanh~+22d~8~tanh2~+22dAoB2tanh2~ (4) 
+2 cdi ,132 tanh3 \k - L3s,t - ,131~ tanh \Ir - a,,, tanh2 \k - f3i Qt sech2Q 
-2t32XDtsech2QtanhQ = 0. 
Equate to zero the coefficients of like powers of tanh 9, and we perform algebraic manipulations 
so that 
(-, tanh3 Q) : di = --E Qt, (5) 
(tanh2 Q, -) : a2 = ; Pt - *z) Qt, (6) 
(tanh 9, -) : .131 = ; wz, - Qtt) , (7) 
(tanh’ Q, -) : f30 = i (ds,t - dc,Z - E SF + E Qt QZ) , (8) 
(-,tanh2 ‘Ik) : (2d0 Qt - sQtt) (!I!$ - Qt) = 0. 
Equation (9) gives rise to three cases: 
(I) Qt = Q,, 
(2) Qt = 0, or 
(9) 
(3) de = (cQtt)/(29t) with \kt # 0. 
Our studies indicate that the first two cases do not yield interesting solutions. In the following 
analysis, we discuss Case (3), wherein 
(--,tanh’Q): 4@Qtt-3@+4QtQ \k tt ttt - a: Qtttt - 4 Q; Q,t + 3 Q;t Q,t 
- Qt Qttt Q’lt - 3 Qt Qtt Qztt + *: Qzttt = 0. (10) 
For simplicity, we assume that Qttt = 0, or 
@(z, t) = o(2) + P(z) t + y(z) t2, (II) 
where Q(Z), P( z , and y(z) are differentiable functions. After substituting expression (11) back ) 
into equation (lo), and making the coefficients of like powers of t vanish, we perform algebraic 
manipulations to get 
t5: +&Z)Qr) = 0, + y = constant, 
t4: y4 [2y - p,(s)] = 0. 
Equation (13) implies that y = 0 and/or 27 = &(z). It is easy to show 
obtained with y = 0 is nothing but a special case of those with 2-7 = pZ(x). 
is a good choice. 
(12) 
(13) 
that the solutions 
Thus, 27 = P&r) 
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As a result, with symbolic computation, we construct an extended version of the generalized 
tanh method to obtain the following family of soliton-like analytic solutions for equations (1): 
21(x, t) = E-7 
2y(t+z)+S 
-e[2y(t+s)+6].tanh[cu(z)+yt2+2yts+6t], (14) 
21(5 t)= e[2y(t+~)+61 bz(Z)-2Ya:-4 > 2 .sech2 [o(z)+yt2+2ytz+6t], (15) 
where the constants y and b are arbitrary except that 2y (t + z) + 6 # 0 since Q’t # 0, while the 
differentiable function o(z) is fairly arbitrary to certain extent as discussed next. 
The soliton-like family of equations (14) and (15) does not diverge when z -+ foe or t + &co, 
as long as we restrict o(z) a little in such a way that a,(z) does not diverge stronger than 
zC-2cosh2[o(z)+Yt2+2~tz+St] whena:-+fco. 
It is also noted that the soliton-like solutions given in [12,13] are in fact a couple of the special 
cases of the above family with y = 0. The third special case is the solitary-wave solutions 
~(z,t) = --E6.tanh[0a:+cYt+w], (16) 
E6(8-6) 
4?q = 2 .sech2[Bz+6t+w], (17) 
with the conditions as y = 0, 6 # 0, and a(x) = 6x + w where 0 and w are also constants. 
Clearly, the extension presented in this paper is able to preserve the conciseness of the original 
tanh method. All the results have been verified by virtue of Mathematics, with respect to 
equations (1). 
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